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USEFUL LINKS
Hydrogen energy news
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/
http://www.alternative-energy-news.info/headlines/hydrogen/
Articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_economy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_cell
Videos
Hydrogen & Fuel Cells | Reactions | Chemistry | FuseSchool
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_lDGna9MBM
Hydrogen — the Fuel of the Future
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPheEg-K2qc
The Truth about Hydrogen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7MzFfuNOtY
Can Hydrogen Fuel the World's Fast-Growing Energy Needs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIvvZsQsguI
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KIT OPERATION MANUAL

•

Turn the toggle switch located near the jack to the on position (“1”). The touchscreen display on the front of the kit will turn on.
Notice. If the toggle switch is switched on and the kit doesn't turn on, probably the fuse located between the jack and the toggle
switch have blown. It can be replaced with a spare located in the same compartment.

•

Carefully connect HYDROSTIK PRO to the reducer.

•

Set the parameters of the kit step by step.

Press the corresponding parameter button or use the touchscreen to go to regulating a specific parameter (see Table 1 below). To
change the value, press the encoder once, then rotate it clockwise to increase the value and counterclockwise to decrease the value.
After the required value is set, press the encoder again to exit adjustment mode.
Table 1. Operating buttons designation
1

1FCS fan speed

2

1FCS duration of the purge

3

1FCS delay of the purge

4

1FCS hydrogen gate

5

2FCS fan speed

6

2FCS duration of the purge

7

2FCS delay of the purge

8

2FCS hydrogen gate

9

Parameter displayed on the numerical display

0

FCS connection

*

Electrical load mode

#

Value in one of the electrical load modes

1 – 1FCS fan speed. Sets the speed of 1FCS fan rotation in percent of max value. Value range is 20 – 100%.
2 – 1FCS duration of the purge. Sets the time of 1FCS duration of the purge of chemical reaction by-products. Value range is 1 – 500
milliseconds.
3 – 1FCS delay of the purge. Sets the time between two consequent openings of the purge valve. Value range: 1 – 300 s.
4 – 1FCS hydrogen gate. Its opening ensures the supply of hydrogen into the 1FCS system, closed – covers the flow of hydrogen
into the 1FCS system.
5 – 2FCS fan speed. Sets the speed of 2FCS fan rotation in percent of max value. Value range is 20 – 100%.
6 – 2FCS duration of the purge. Sets the time of 2FCS duration of the purge of chemical reaction by-products. Value range is 1 – 500
milliseconds.
7 – 2FCS delay of the purge. Sets the time between two consequent openings of the purge valve. Value range: 1 – 300 s.
8 – 2FCS hydrogen gate. Its opening ensures the supply of hydrogen into the 2FCS system, closed – covers the flow of hydrogen
into the 2FCS system.
9 – Parameter displayed on the numerical display. The digital display can display the current value of one of three parameters:
voltage, current or power.
0 – FCS connection. There are four main types of FCS connection:
1FCS. There is only one (left) FCS in the circuit.
2FSC. There is only one (right) FCS in the circuit.
Serial. There are two connected in series FCS in the circuit.
Parallel. There are two connected in parallel FCS in the circuit.
* – Electrical load mode. There are four main operation modes of FCS:
No load. No load is present. You can connect an external electrical load using the electrical terminals located on the front of the
stand.
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Constant voltage. FCS output voltage set manually. Other parameters (i.e. hydrogen consumption) set automatically by
the FCS control system to ensure the accuracy of voltage. Value range is 3 – 15 V.
Constant current. FCS current set manually by internal load. Other parameters set automatically by the FCS control system
to ensure the accuracy of the current. Value range is 0.1 – 5.0 A.
Constant power. FCS power set manually by internal load. Other parameters set automatically by the FCS control system
to ensure the accuracy of the power. Value range is 0.1 – 30.0 W.
# – Value in one of the electrical load modes. Set according to the requirements of the experiment. Parameters setup is over,
and after pressing the “Start” button the kit will start operating in the chosen mode.
Before turning off the kit remove the HYDROSTIK PRO from the reducer.
Turning off the stand is performed by pressing the “Stop” button on the touchscreen and switching the toggle switch of the
kit to the off position (“0”).
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LAB ASSIGNMENT

ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
FUEL CELL STACK (FCS)
Goal: evaluate FCS efficiency, calculate efficiency value as a function as a function of external load.
Energy conversion efficiency, as a parameter, have a direct impact on power efficiency of FCS. It depends on a variety of aspects,
such as operating temperature, gas pressure, gas purity, leaks, quality of catalyzer spreading, FCS build quality and so on. In this
chapter we are going to evaluate FCSS energy conversion efficiency depending on internal and external load.
Energy conversion efficiency is often labeled by Greek letter η (“eta”) and evaluated as a ratio of useful output A to consumed
energy Q:
η = A / Q.
In our case useful output is amount of electrical energy, consumed by inner or outer load:
A = U * I * t = P * t.
Consumed energy is defined by amount of energy, produced during the chemical reaction of hydrogen from metal-hydride
cartridge and oxygen from air, which is supplied by fans:
1/2 O₂ + H2 = H₂O + 286 kJ (Q).
That means, 1 mole of hydrogen produces 286 kJ of heat during burning (oxidation).
With known hydrogen consumption we could calculate amount of produced heat. For this reason, we will translate hydrogen
consumption from milliliters to moles (amount of substance). In normal conditions (0 °С, 100 kPa) 1 mole of any gas fills 22,4 liters
of volume, and with 25 °С and 100 kPa this volume will be made up to 24 liters. That means that burning of 1 milliliter of hydrogen
will produce 286 kJ * 1/24000 = 12 J of heat. With known hydrogen consumption rate, we can calculate the amount of heat that
has been produced in specific time.
Task 1. 1FCS instantaneous energy conversion efficiency evaluation.
1. Choose “1FCS” operation mode.
2. Set operation mode to “constant power”, 5W.
3. Write down these readings every 5 seconds: flowmeter to the “instantaneous H₂ flow” column, power output – to corresponding
column of Table 1.
Table 1
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂
flow, milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS efficiency, %

4. After calculating Consumed energy and Useful output (for 1 second), evaluate instantaneous 1FCS efficiency. These values are
changing as time passes, even when fuel is not totally consumed and FCS operates in the same mode. In our case this is a result
of proton exchange membrane FCS structural features
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Task 2. Average 1FCS efficiency estimation according to external load.
1. Choose 1FCS operation mode.
2. Connect external load to kit terminals, consumed power of this load labeled “W1”.
3. Choose “No load” operation mode.
4. Write down these readings every 5 seconds: flowmeter to the “instantaneous H₂ flow” column, power output – to corresponding
column of Table 2. All power output will be consumed by external load because of “No load” mode.
5. Calculate instantaneous efficiency of 1FCS.
6. Calculate average efficiency of 1FCS.
7. Repeat these actions for loads with consumed power W₂ and W₃ (Tables 3 and 4).
Table 2

W₁, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS
efficiency,%

Average 1FCS efficiency, % =
Table 3

W₂, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS
efficiency,%

Average 1FCS efficiency, % =
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Table 4

W₃, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

Average 1FCS efficiency, % =
Data processing:
1. How does 1FCS efficiency vary according to external load value?

2. Explain these values.

3. Write down your conclusions.
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1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS
efficiency,%

Task 3. Average 2FCS efficiency estimation according to external load.
1. Choose 2FCS operation mode.
2. Connect external load to kit terminals, consumed power of this load labeled “W₁”.
3. Choose “No load” operation mode.
4. Write down these readings every 5 seconds: flowmeter to the “instantaneous H₂ flow” column, power output – to corresponding
column of Table 5. All power output will be consumed by external load because of “No load” mode.
5. Calculate instantaneous efficiency of 2FCS.
6. Calculate average efficiency of 2FCS.
7. Repeat these actions for loads with consumed power W₂ and W₃ (Tables 6 and 7).
Table 5

W₁, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

2FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

2FCS
efficiency,%

Average 2FCS efficiency, % =
Table 6

W₂, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

2FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

2FCS
efficiency,%

Average 2FCS efficiency, % =
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Table 7

W₃, W =
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

2FCS power
output, W

Average 2FCS efficiency, % =
Data processing:
1. How does 1FCS and 2FCS corresponds with the same external load value?

2. Explain this occurrence.

3. Write down your conclusions.
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Useful output, J

2FCS
efficiency,%

Task 4. Evaluating average energy efficiency ratio for two connected FCS according to connection scheme.
1. Choose “Serial” operation mode.
2. Connect external load to kit terminals, consumed power of this load labeled “W₁”.
3. Choose “No load” operation mode.
4. Write down these readings every 5 seconds: flowmeter to the “instantaneous H₂ flow” column, power output – to corresponding
column of Table 8 (1FCS) and Table 9 (2FCS). All power output will be consumed by external load because of “No load” mode.
5. Calculate instantaneous efficiency for 1FCS, 2FCS and the whole system.
6. Calculate average efficiency of 1FCS, 2FCS and the whole system.
W₁, W =
Table 8
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS
efficiency, %

Average 1FCS efficiency, % =
Table 9
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

2FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

2FCS
efficiency,%

Average 2FCS efficiency, % =
Average system efficiency (series connection), % =
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7. Choose “Parallel” operation mode.
8. Connect external load to kit terminals, consumed power of this load labeled “W₁”.
9. Choose “No load” operation mode.
10. Write down these readings every 5 seconds: flowmeter to the “instantaneous H₂ flow” column, power output – to corresponding
column of Table 10 (1FCS) and Table 11 (2FCS). All power output will be consumed by external load because of “No load” mode.
11. Calculate instantaneous efficiency for 1FCS, 2FCS and the whole system.
12. Calculate average efficiency of 1FCS, 2FCS and the whole system.
W₁, W =
Table 10
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Consumed
energy, J

1FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

1FCS
efficiency, %

Average 1FCS efficiency, % =
Table 11
Measurement №

Instantaneous Н₂ flow,
milliliters/min

Average 2FCS efficiency, % =
Average system efficiency (parallel connection), % =
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Consumed
energy, J

2FCS power
output, W

Useful output, J

2FCS
efficiency,%

Data processing:
1. How does 1FCS and 2FCS corresponds with the same external load value and in series/parallel operation mode?

2. Explain this occurrence.

3. Write down your conclusions.
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PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL STACK (FCS)
VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC
Goal: drawing of PEM FCS voltage-current characteristic (I-V curve) according to experiment values.
Voltage-current characteristic is a function and its drawing that shows relation between current and voltage on a two-pole element.
Two-pole element is an element with two terminals for connecting to other elements.
The simplest elements (i.e. resistors) has a linear I-V current curves. These elements current is evaluated according to Ohm’s law.
Other elements could have different forms of this curve (see Fig. 1).

i

i

u

u

Fig. 1. Linear (left) and non-linear (right) I-V curves of different electrical elements

PEM FCS has non-linear I-V curve, as shown on example in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of PEM FCS I-V curve
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Task 1. Drawing of I-V curves for 1FCS and 2FCS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Choose “1FCS“ operation mode.
Turn the kit with constant current of 0,5 А. It is a starting point for our I-V curve.
Write down the voltage value into Table 12.
Make identical measurements while rising current up to 2,0 A with 0,2…0,5 A steps.
Choose “2FCS” operation mode.
Conduct operations 2 – 4 for 2FCS (Table 13).
Table 13

Table 12
I, A

U, V

I, A

U, V

Data processing:
1. Draw I-V curves for 1and 2FCS.

2. Evaluate the type of resulting curves.
3. Compare the type of resulting curves with literature data. Suggest an explanation of difference or similarity between resulting
curves and literature data.

4. Write down your conclusions.
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Task 2. Drawing of I-V curves for 1FCS and 2FCS with parallel and series connection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose “Serial” operation mode.
Turn the kit with constant current of 0,5 А. It is a starting point for our I-V curve.
Write down the voltage value into Table 14.
Make identical measurements while rising current up to 2,0 A with 0,2…0,5 A steps.
Conduct operations 1 – 4 for “Parallel” mode (Table 15).
Table 15

Table 14
I, A

U, V

I, A

U, V

Data processing:
1. Draw I-V curves for the system.

2. Evaluate the type of resulting curves.
3. Compare the type of resulting curves with the previous experiment results. Suggest an explanation of difference or similarity
between resulting curves and curves from previous experiment:

4. Write down your conclusions.
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PROTONE EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL STACK (FCS)
POWER-CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC
Goal: drawing of PEM FCS power-current characteristic according to experiment values.
Power-current characteristic is a function and its drawing that shows relation between current and power on a two-pole element.
Two-pole element is an element with two terminals for connecting to other terminals.

Light intensity (power)

Power-current characteristics are useful, for example, for describing a different parameter of light sources. It could be a coherent
light source (i.e. laser diode, its curve shown on Fig. 3), or a common LED (see Fig. 4). Laser diode, unlike LED, is a more complex
device, which allows it to operate with higher current values and very specific light color. LED have more scattered color variation.

1

2

thres
PUMPING CURRENT, I
Fig. 3. Power-current curves for laser diode (1) and LED (2)

Power, W

Example of power-current curve for PEM FCS (Fig. 4).

Current, A
Fig. 4. Typical power-current characteristic for PEM FCS

If circuit contains any other elements than FCS, then power-current characteristic of this circuit will be different from FCS powercurrent curve.
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Task 1. Drawing of power-current curve for 1FCS and 2FCS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Choose “1FCS” connection mode.
Turn the kit with constant current of 0,5 А. It is a starting point for our curve.
Write down the power value into Table 16.
Make identical measurements while rising current up to 2,0 A with 0,2…0,5 A steps.
Choose “2FCS” connection mode.
Conduct operations 2 – 4 for 2FCS (Table 17).
Table 17

Table 16
I, A

W, W

I, A

W, W

Data processing:
1. Draw power-current curves for 1FCS and 2FCS.

2. Evaluate the type of resulting curves.
3. Compare the type of resulting curves with literature data. Suggest an explanation of difference or similarity between resulting
curves and literature data.

4. Write down your conclusions.
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Task 2. Drawing of power-current characteristic for two FCS with series and parallel connection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose “Serial” operation mode.
Turn the kit with constant current of 0,5 А. It is a starting point for our I-V curve.
Write down the power value into Table 18.
Make identical measurements while rising current up to 2,0 A with 0,2…0,5 A steps.
Conduct operations 1 – 4 for “Parallel” mode (Table 19).
Table 19

Table 18
I, A

W, W

I, A

W, W

Data processing:
1. Draw power-current curves for the system.

2. Evaluate the type of resulting curves.
3. Compare the type of resulting curves with the previous experiment results. Suggest an explanation of difference or similarity
between resulting curves and curves from previous experiment.

4. Write down your conclusions.
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CASES

8

Goal: introduce main elements of FC.
Objectives:
1. Introduction of basics operational principles of hydrogen-oxygen PEM FC;
2. Develop methods for evaluation of FCS parasitic load;
3. Evaluate FCS parasitic load.

Resources for students:
◦◦ form for planning and conducting the experiment;
◦◦ form for theoretical research (if needed);
◦◦ safety instructions;
◦◦ kit operation manual;
◦◦ teacher resources (on teacher’s discretion);
◦◦ materials from “Useful Tips”.
Teacher resources:
Series of lectures ”Hydrogen energy materials”, Ural state university, Ekaterinburg, 2008. Chapters 1, 4, 5.
Equipment:
“Hydrogen energy” science kit, PC or laptops for each student, projector, blackboard.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hours

Goals and objectives

Resources and materials

Lesson plan

Goal review;
Review of additional sources on goal;
Statement and discussion of the problem;
Experiments planning (to collect data for FCS parasitic load evaluation);
Conduction of experiments;
Experimental data processing;
Conduction of theoretical evaluations;
Conclusion and preparation for public critical review;
Critical review of collected data and conclusions.

Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell parasitic load evaluation

Topic

TEACHER’S MANUAL

HYDROGEN-OXYGEN FUEL CELL PARASITIC LOAD EVALUATION

24

But generating equipment itself utilize some amount of power for inner needs (so-called “parasitic load”). For correct fuel capacity evaluation, you have to take this load into account.

25

In Russia there is no submarine like this and Deutsche Marine keeps information about U-212 under top secret. In these series of experiments, you will observe the prospects of development of these
submarines. One of the most important features of any submarine is the fuel capacity. It is defined by stored amount of energy in the onboard fuel.

The main submarine detection device is the sonar – acoustic instrument that allows to hear noise from submarine engines and propellers. For keeping submarine movements a secret, it is possible
to use fuel cell motors because of their low noise. German navy launched U-212 submarine with that kind of engine not long ago.

From its creation time in late XIX century, submarines were one of the most fearsome vessels. Their main tactical advantages were concealment, which allowed them to spend a lot time underwater,
and practical noiselessness. At the beginning of WW2, in October 30, 1939, a German submarine U-56 had a chance to change the course of the world history. It bombed British battleship “Nelson”
with three torpedoes near Orkney Islands. Only the twist of fate did not let the detonator on any of these torpedoes to explode. Later came to be known, that one of the vessel passengers was the
one and only sir Winston Churchill, the future British prime minister.

STUDENT MANUAL

What is exact usage of parasitic loads?

Did you change your opinion on the problem after discussions with fellow students? If the answer is “yes”, describe what exactly is changed.

After solving the problem, share your solution with other students.

Describe the problem.
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Draw the basic diagram of the experiment.

How are you going to conduct your experiment? If there are multiple stages, use individual paper sheets for every stage and its basic diagram.

What is exact goal of experiment (or its stage):

27

Place for calculations.

Here you can write down results of your experiments in a free form.
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What could be the reason for different results?

How your results correspond with the results of others?

Prepare your results for open discussion with others.

Discussion

Hydrogen fuel cells:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_lDGna9MBM

Useful tips:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_cell
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How effective was your team during this experiment? Describe your answer.

What’s the difference between this experiment and energy efficiency evaluation experiment?

Are there any other basic diagrams for conducting experiments and solving this problem? Write them down.
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Hydrogen fuel source operation modes

10

Goal: introduce metal-hydride hydrogen storage and teach students to handle it.
Objectives:
1. Introduce hydrogen adsorption principles in intermetallic alloys;
2. Introduce metal-hydride cartridge for hydrogen storage;
3. Examine external influences on hydrogen storage operation.

Student materials:
◦◦ form for planning and conducting the experiment;
◦◦ form for theoretical research (if needed);
◦◦ safety instructions;
◦◦ kit operation manual;
◦◦ teacher resources (on teacher’s discretion);
◦◦ materials from “Useful Tips”.
Teacher resources:
Series of lectures “Hydrogen energy materials”, Ural state university, Ekaterinburg, 2008. Chapters 1, 3, 4.
Article “Hydrogen storage issues and prospects of hydride usage for hydrogen accumulation”, Russian chemical magazine, Issue L (2006)
№ 6. B.P. Tarasov, M.V. Lototskiy, V.A. Yartys http://org321-9.chem.msu.ru/rus/jvho/2006-6/34.pdf
Equipment: “Hydrogen energy” science kit, PC or laptops for each student, projector, blackboard.

1. Goal review;
2. Review of additional sources on goal;
3. Statement and discussion of the problem;
4. Experiments planning (to collect data for 1st problem – influence of hydrogen source temperature on the amount of produced fuel);
5. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);
6. Experimental data processing;
7. Experiments planning (to collect data for 2nd problem – influence of FCS operation mode on hydrogen cartridge temperature);
8. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);
9. Experimental data processing;
10. Conclusion and preparation for public critical review.
11. Critical review of collected data and conclusions.

Topic

Hours

Goals and objectives

Resources and materials

Lesson plan

TEACHER’S MANUAL

HYDROGEN STORAGE OPERATION MODES

31

U-212 submarine could carry up to 100 tons of metal for hydride production. Equilibrium
pressure (pressure of transition between hydride production reaction and its disintegration
reaction) is slightly above the atmospheric pressure at the room temperature. After connecting
hydrogen source to the engine, source will produce hydrogen until hydride won’t be depleted.
Hydrogen is filled into the system under high pressure for hydride re-production. That’s how
hydrogen source works.

Fuel storage system is one of the most important parts of generating equipment.

STUDENT MANUAL
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Our kit contains LaNi₅-based metal-hydride cartridges for hydrogen storage. What are their
features? Could it be used for submarine building?

This way of hydrogen storage has its aspects. For example, chemical reaction of production/
disintegration could be exothermal or endothermal, which could lead to change of temperature
of the metal and its hydride. Temperature change itself could lead to acceleration or deceleration
of reaction, depending on equilibrium conditions. That could lead to delay in hydrogen supply.

What is the role of hydrogen storage for the FCS system?

Did you change your opinion on the problem after discussions with fellow students? If the answer is “yes”, describe what exactly is changed.

After solving the problem, share your solution with other students.

Describe the problem. What features and aspects were described above?
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Draw the basic diagram of the experiment.

How are you going to conduct your experiment? If there are multiple stages, use individual paper sheets for every stage and its basic diagram.

What is exact goal of experiment (or its stage)?

34

Place for calculations.

Here you can write down results of your experiments in a free form.

35

What could be the reason for different results?

How your results correspond with the results of others?

Prepare your results for open discussion with others.

Discussion:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermetallic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_storage

Useful tips:
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What criteria you should use when choosing experiment basic diagram?

Describe the situations, where your results could be useful.

Are there any other basic diagrams for conducting experiments and solving this problem? Write them down.
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Goal: evaluate energy amount that stored in one metal-hydride hydrogen storage.
Objectives:
1. Introduce main features of hydrogen source as one of the main auxiliary systems of FCS operation;
2. Evaluate energy amount of one metal-hydride cartridge;
3. Evaluate FCS operation time in different modes with one Hydrostik Pro cartridge

Student materials:
◦◦ form for planning and conducting the experiment;
◦◦ form for theoretical research (if needed);
◦◦ safety instructions;
◦◦ kit operation manual;
◦◦ teacher resources (on teacher’s discretion);
◦◦ materials from “Useful Tips”.
Teacher resources:
Series of lectures “Hydrogen energy materials”, Ural state university, Ekaterinburg, 2008. Chapters 1, 3, 4.
Article “Hydrogen storage issues and prospects of hydride usage for hydrogen accumulation”, Russian chemical magazine, Issue L (2006)
№ 6. B.P. Tarasov, M.V. Lototskiy, V.A. Yartys http://org321-9.chem.msu.ru/rus/jvho/2006-6/34.pdf
Equipment: “Hydrogen energy” science kit, PC or laptops for each student, projector, blackboard.

1. Goal review;
2. Review of additional sources on goal;
3. Outlining and discussion of the problem;
4. Experiments planning (to collect data for 1st problem – evaluation of hydrogen source energy amount);
5. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);
6. Experimental data processing;
7. Theoretical evaluation of hydrogen amount in hydrogen source
8. Experiments planning (to collect data for 2nd problem – evaluation of one metal-hydride hydrogen storage container energy condition);
9. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);
10. Experimental data processing;
11. Conclusion and preparation for public critical review;
12. Critical review of collected data and conclusions.

Goals and objectives

Resources and materials

Lesson plan

38

8

Hours

Print more forms in case that students will have to conduct few stages of experiment.

Hydrogen storage energy amount

Topic

TEACHER’S MANUAL

HYDROGEN STORAGE ENERGY AMOUNT
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U-212 submarine fuel storage system was designed by German company GmbH HERA Hydrogen Storage Systems. This system allows to store up to 15 000 m³ of hydrogen, which could feed the
engine for 30 days of underwater movement. For example, diesel submarine couldn’t achieve this cruising range. Moreover, fuel load on diesel submarines takes up to 30% of vessel space. U-212
stores 100 tons of metal-hydride with launching weight of 1800 tons. How much energy can you store with Hydrostik Pro cartridges? Which cruising range can you achieve with that amount of fuel?

STUDENT MANUAL

How would you break down your team according to the task goal?

Which factors influences hydrogen capacity of Hydrostick Pro cartridge?

Discuss the problem with other students. What conclusion have you achieved?
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Draw the basic diagram of the experiment.

How are you going to conduct your experiment? If there are multiple stages, use individual paper sheets for every stage and its basic diagram.

What is exact goal of experiment (or its stage)?
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Place for calculations.

Here you can write down results of your experiments in a free form.

42

Describe the template of the studying phenomena and draw a basic diagram of its ongoing processes.

43

Place for calculations.

44

Evaluate the accuracy of your results.

45

What could be the reason for different results?

How your results correspond with the results of others?

Prepare your results for open discussion with others.

Discussion:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermetallic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_storage

Useful tips:
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What did you learn during this experiment?

Which subject-matter area could benefit from your achieved results? Explain your answer.

Are there any other basic diagrams for conducting experiments and solving this problem? Write them down.
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Goal: learn to optimize hydrogen FCS operation.

Goals and objectives

10. Critical review of collected data and conclusions.

9. Conclusion and preparation for public critical review;

8. Experimental data processing;

7. Conduction of experiments;

6. Experiments planning (for FCS operation mode with connected external load);

5. Experimental data processing;

4. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);

3. Experiments planning (to collect data for optimal purge valve operation mode);

2. Review of additional sources on goal;

1. Goal review;

Equipment: “Hydrogen energy” science kit, PC or laptops for each student, projector, blackboard.

Series of lectures “Hydrogen energy materials”, Ural state university, Ekaterinburg, 2008. Chapter 4.

Teacher materials:

◦◦ materials from “Useful Tips”.

◦◦ teacher resources (on teacher’s discretion);

◦◦ kit operation manual;

◦◦ safety instructions;

◦◦ form for theoretical research (if needed);

◦◦ form for planning and conducting the experiment;

Student materials:

2. Examine the FCS operation efficiency with different frequency of operation and opening time of purge valve.

1. Introduce the function of purge valve in FCS operation;

Print more forms in case that students will have to conduct few stages of experiment .

Lesson plan

Resources and materials

8

Hours

Objectives:

Effects of purge valve operation mode on fuel cell stack operation

Topic

TEACHER’S MANUAL

EFFECTS OF PURGE VALVE OPERATION MODE ON FUEL CELL STACK (FCS) OPERATION
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Catalyzer
Proton exchange membrane

Cathode

Anode

Chamber

Air and vapor

Heat
(water- or air cooler)

Oxygen
(from the air)

Catalyzer

Chamber

Purge valve

H2
Fuel
(hydrogen)
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It is the ideal model of FC system, but in reality, this process has a more complex behavior. For example, nitrogen from air could diffuse through the PEM along with protons. Nitrogen
concentration rises during FC operation in hydrogen-filled FC chamber, which leads to diminished performance. That’s why nitrogen must be purged from time to time with purge valve. Foreign
bodies leave FC along with unreacted hydrogen when the purge valve is open. It leads to higher hydrogen consumption, but also allows to clean FC surfaces. Purge valve operation is defined by
two parameters – frequency of opening and purging time. If valve is open all the time, then hydrogen consumption will be too high. On the other hand, closed valve will result in accumulation
of foreign bodies and a subsequent FC voltage drop. Purging frequency acts the same. Therefore, there is some optimal parameters, that allow to keep FC voltage and hydrogen consumption
on acceptable values. So, what is this optimal operation mode?

Chemical reactions in FC conducts on anode and cathode, where hydrogen and oxygen chemical energy transforms into electrical energy. Hydrogen splits into ions (Н+) and electrons on the
anode (see fig. below). Hydrogen ions (protons) flow through membrane to cathode, where protons, electrons and oxygen (from the air) produce water as byproduct of reaction. Flow of electrons
through external circuit produces electrical current for consumers.

In one of the previous experiments we reviewed some additional systems of fuel cell. Let’s look at FC purge system and remember operating principle of proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEM FCS).

STUDENT MANUAL

What is the optimal mode of FCS operation?

What is the function of purge valve in FCS control system?

What kind of contradiction lies in described problem?

50

Draw the basic diagram of the experiment.

How are you going to conduct your experiment? If there are multiple stages, use individual paper sheets for every stage and its basic diagram.

What is exact goal of experiment (or its stage)?
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Place for calculations.

Here you can write down results of your experiments in a free form.
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Name some real organization where your acquired results could be useful. How exactly would you present these results to them (talking points, presentations, diagrams etc.)

What could be the reason for different results?

How your results correspond with the results of others?

Prepare your results for open discussion with others.

Discussion:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_cell

Useful tips:
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Could your results be considered as scientifically correct and why?

What kind of knowledge you acquired during this experiment?

Are there any other basic diagrams for conducting experiments and solving this problem? Write them down.

54

14

Goal: application of knowledge, obtained in previous experiments, to model Mars settlement.
Objectives:
1. Introduce the function of purge valve in FCS operation;
2. Examine the FCS operation efficiency with different frequency of operation and opening time of purge valve.

Student materials:
◦◦ form for planning and conducting the experiment;
◦◦ form for theoretical research (if needed);
◦◦ safety instructions;
◦◦ kit operation manual;
◦◦ teacher resources (on teacher’s discretion);
◦◦ materials from “Useful Tips”.
Teacher materials:
Stephen Petranek – “How we’ll live on Mars” and students chosen materials.
Equipment: “Hydrogen energy” science kit, PC or laptops for each student, projector, blackboard.

1. Goal review;
2. Review of additional sources on goal;
3. Outlining and discussion of the problem;
4. Designing of Mars settlement abstract model;
5. Choosing one of the units of Mars settlement;
6. Designing of energy consumption model for the chosen unit;
7. Finding out the missing aspects of FCS design to model its application (if needed)
8. Experiments planning to collect necessary data;
9. Conduction of experiments (different teams can utilize different approaches);
10. Experimental data processing;
11. Conduction of necessary theoretical research;
12. Modelling of energy consumption for chosen unit with PEM FCS system;
13. Conclusion and preparation for public critical review;
14. Critical review of collected data and conclusions.

Hours

Goals and objectives

Resources and materials

Lesson plan

Print more forms in case that students will have to conduct few stages of experiment .

Mars settlement

Topic

TEACHER’S MANUAL

MARS SETTLEMENT
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Mars atmosphere consists of 2 % nitrogen, 2 % argon and 95 % CO₂. Human faints if CO₂ concentration exceeds 5%. Therefore, chances of survival look miniscule, but, CO₂ atomic weight contains
72% of oxygen, that means that Mars atmosphere consists of 70% oxygen. Although atmospheric density of Mars makes up 1% of Earth atmospheric density, it is still containing serious amounts of
oxygen. There are chemical reactions that allows to produce oxygen and water for consequent electrolysis from CO₂. So, there are no unsolvable problems for producing all necessities directly on
Mars. The only serious problem is enormous amount of energy for these purposes.

Water issue on Mars is tightly connected to oxygen issue. Free oxygen is not present on Mars, so the only way of obtaining oxygen is to produce it. Water electrolysis is the most suitable way to
produce enough oxygen.

Oxygen

Phoenix Mars Lander landed on Mars North Pole in 2008. Its acquired data indicates that the planet has water in ice form, and it will be easy to find it inside regolith. Therefore, water retrieval will be
not as much of a problem. But clean ice-free water production will still be a challenge. The first colonists might be forced to manually cut regolith blocks to melt them down and separate the water
from the foreign bodies. Solar energy might not be enough for that, thus miniature nuclear reactor might be needed.

Water

Data from different Martian rovers suggest that settlement on equator will be getting enough amount of heat for agriculture during the day, but in the night additional heat would be needed.

We have enough information about Mars regolith to make sure that it would be a fertile soil. There was an experiment in Netherlands, in which Mars conditions were modeled (excluding gravitation
and surface light intensity). NASA provided the scientists with Hawaiian and Arizona soil, which is similar to Martian soil, according to NASA. Every seed burst into a plant (about 4200 plants of each
type).

The first inhabitants of Mars most likely will be vegetarians, because plants are easier to grow (compared to animal breeding). Many countries have developed agriculture and many researchers are
trying to find out what kind of food will be suitable for the first Martians.

Food

There are three necessities, that would be needed in Mars colonization: food, water and oxygen.

STUDENT MANUAL

Did you change your opinion on the problem after discussions with fellow students? If the answer is “yes”, describe what exactly is changed.

After solving the problem, share your solution with other students.

Describe the problem. What features and aspects were described above?
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What kind of features energy system of Mars settlement would have?

What kind of engineering problems have to be solved during designing stage of Mars settlement?

What are distinctive features of Mars settlement?
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Draw the basic diagram of the Mars settlement.

59

Comment your drawing here.

60

Describe chosen energy production system for the Mars settlement and draw its basic diagram.

61

Draw the basic diagram of your PEM FCS-based power production system for the chosen Mars settlement unit.

https://www.mars-city.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars

Useful Tips:

You may have to conduct additional research with hydrogen energy science kit. You can ask your teacher for additional forms for these experimental or theoretical research.

Your next step is modelling the power production system for chosen Mars settlement unit, that will utilize PEM FCS.
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What are the prospects of Mars settlement building?

What makes a “good solution” in this case?

What are specific aspects of FCS operation on Mars?

Which solution did you like the most and why?

Prepare your results for open discussion with others.

Discussion:
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ADDITIONAL FORMS

Draw basic diagram for your experiment.

How are you going to run experiment and data collection? If your experiment is divided in several stages, use separate blanks.

Experimentation running form, Page 1
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Place for calculations.

Here you can write down results of your experiments in a free form.

Experimentation running form, Page 2

67

Describe the model of chosen phenomena and draw its process diagram.

Theoretical research form, Page 1

68

Place for calculations.

Theoretical research form, Page 2
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NOTES

70

We will be grateful if you can help us make this study guide better.
You can send your comments, suggestions, ideas for lab assignment and cases
to the following address info@inenergy.education.

INENERGY
18, 2nd Kotlyakovskiy Lane
Moscow 115201
Russia
+7(495)181-9696
info@InEnergy.education
www.InEnergy.education

